Abstract. Leading topic of this article is description of Lorentz forces in the container with cuboid shape. Inside of the container is an electrically conductive melt. Lorentz forces are caused by rotating magnetic field. Lorentz forces were calculated by analytic formula. This formula was derived for cylindrical container. Using this formula for cuboid container was assumed. Results were compared with Lorentz forces from CFD computing program NS-FEM3D. Areas of differences were recognized and displayed.
Introduction
A theory of flow behaviour under magnetic field effect is called magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) . First mentions about MHD appeared in relation to astrophysics and geophysics. Nowadays the magnetic field is used in technical practice. In a few papers were compared static and rotating magnetic fields [1] . The rotating magnetic field was turned out like better usable. Rotating magnetic field generates eddy flow in electric conductive melt. This effect is used to e.g. for noncontact electromagnetic stirring of the melt in metallurgy and crystal growing, when rotating magnetic field homogenize of varied metal alloy and fine metal. The melt flow positively affects metallographic structure of casts. More details about electromagnetic stirring are in [1] .
A rotating magnetic field applied to an electrically conductive melt drives swirling flow caused by azimuthal Lorentz forces. Deduction of Lorentz forces analytical formula for cylindrical container was performed in [2] . In this article final analytical formula for cylindrical container will be transformed from cylindrical system of coordinates to Cartesian coordinate system and this formulation for Lorentz forces will be used for cuboid container. Lorentz forces for cuboid container from inhouse CFD code called NS-FEM3D will be displayed for comparing as well. Because of some simplifications in using analytical formula, areas of differences will be recognized and displayed.
Analytical formula for Lorentz force
The container is considered with electrically isolated walls, the melt inside the container is conductive with densityρ, kinematic viscosity ν and electric conductivityσ. Flow of the melt is driven by rotating magnetic field with magnetic induction B (noted in the cylindrical coordinates):
In this formula (1) 
(2) The electric field intensity could be computed by this
where µ is magnetic permeability, σ is electric conductivity and ϖ is magnetic field angular velocity. 
Force field is axisymmetric for cylindrical container. That condition is not valid for cuboid container. But scalar potential is not possible to deduce without this separation. Because of that, separation of scalar potential was performed for cuboid container as well. Incurred differential was under examination in the next part of this article.
Current density j is determined with
).
Because of low-induction and low-frequency it is possible to use some simplification for calculation current density j and to use reduction of Ohm´s law: where σ is the melt electric conductivity [1] .
Solution of (8) ( )
where m are roots of the equation J 1´ (m) = 0, z is nondimensional height of the container , r is non-dimensional radius of the container, H is non -dimensional total height of the container and J 1 is Bessel function of the first kind. This equation corresponds to the published results of other author see [4] . Lorentz forces are solved by formula:
(10) After that Lorentz forces were time-averaged over one period (2ϖ). The final formula of time -averaged Lorentz forces in azimuthal direction is in this form: 
This equation corresponds to the published results of other authors as well, see [4, 5] . Forces in the radial and axial direction are zero in this simplification. The conversion from cylindrical system of coordinates to Cartesian coordinate system is:
After time-averaging over one period the final Lorentz forces are:
Eq. 14 and 15 are valid for these conditions:
The final formula for Lorentz forces in Cartesian coordinate system is: 
Solutions in computing code NS-FEM3D
Input data for comparing Lorentz forces in the container with cuboid shape were obtained from the computing program NS-FEM3D which uses DDES method of computing. The Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation model has been applied as a turbulent approach. This approach was implemented for higher Taylor number.
Complete summary of applied mathematical model and validations see in [6] . The grid of container was unstructured. Whole grid has over 2 200 000 elements.
Database from this computing code were created by data matrix -coordinates of grid node points, values of Lorentz forces component in the Cartesian coordinate system. 
Comparing results
Comparing Lorentz forces from analytical formula and CFD code NS-FEM3D it can be see relative agreement. The best correspondence is shown in volume of insert cylinder to this cuboid. Good agreement is in the area of solid line, dash line indicate bigger differences. Forces from analytical formula are slightly bigger. In areas of vertical edges are occurred maximum differences because of simplification on equation 5.
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Conclusions
Deduction of Lorentz forces analytical formula for cuboid container was performed in this article. This formula was obtained by transformation of analytical formula from cylindrical container. Contours of Lorentz forces obtained from CFD code NS-FEM3D and analytical formula were displayed. A simplification in deduction caused differences. Minimum differences are appeared in area of mid-plane. Maximum of these differences are occurred in area of vertical container edges. In these areas damping function should be used. That is scope of the next work.
